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Looking for the right opportunity 

can be a challenge. Clients want to 

find meaningful opportunities but 

not put the organisation at risk.

Implementation

Implementation of Conversational 

AI into the business poses a 

technical hurdle. Creating and 

optimising a solution that 

maximises benefits and is tailored 

to your requirements is difficult.

Scaling, Security and

Maintenance

Building a solution that scales, is

secure and is quick and simple to

reconfigure is essential.

Industry Overview

How do you measure up to the competition?

Use Case 

Identification



Conversational AI Awareness

Knowledge gap in organisation on the 

capabilities and limitations of 

conversational AI

Opportunity Ideation

Once you've got a clear picture, what

sort of business processes could be

augmented with conversational AI

Measuring ROI

Defining and tracking benefits is key 

to obtaining buy in and increasing 

adoption of the technology across 

the estate

Use Case Identification

Choosing opportunities wisely



Capabilities

> Ability to understand and respond to natural  

language queries

> Engaging in multi-turn fairly complex

conversations

> Rapid response generation



Limitations

> Confidently wrong in a number of instances

> Unable to fully grasp complex context

without full information

> Trade off between creativity and control



Where and where not to Implement 

Conversational AI Technologies

> Customer Services and Support

> E-commerce and online sales

> Personalised Marketing and Recommendation Data Capture and Processing

> Data Capture and Processing

X Don’t use it for highly regulated industries (e.g. finance and healthcare)

X     Don’t use it for situations where human empath is crucial

X     Don’t use it for sensitive or confidential information handling



Opportunity Ideation

Here are some ideas…

Chatbot providing

personalised responses to

customers based on their
history with you

Lead Generation solution to

allow sales reps to rapidly

generated tailored
prospecting communications

Conversational Ai trained on

Internal Manuals, Policies

and Procedures

Automate targeted messages

based on audience segments

and demographics

Customer Services Sales HR/Operations Marketing



Business Area Opportunity Technology Description Measuring ROI

Customer 

Services

Tailored customer service 

chatbots, providing 

personalized assistance

Use non-personally Identifiable input 

data and prompt engineering to 

personalize standardized responses

Sales

Lead generation, 

qualification, nurturing

Combine profiles of prospective 

clients with products and services 

sold and via Prompt engineering  

produce tailored responses

Human 

Resources / 

Operations

Conversational AI trained 

on internal manuals, 

policies and procedures

Conversational AI trained on manuals, 

policies and procedures enables the 

AI to assist employees with finding 

relevant information about company 

policies and procedures.

Marketing

Personalizing content and 
offers, automating 
campaigns, 

SEO and content 
generation

Automating campaigns uses 

conversational AI to tailor 

experiences and automate targeted 

messages to individual customers 

to increase engagement and 

conversion rates.

Measuring ROI

Generating Ideas for Identifying and Leveraging Opportunities with Open AI (GPT 3.5)

Chatbot

Knowledgebase

AI: Language Model

Chatbot

Web Scraping

AI: Language Model

Chatbot

AI: Language Model

Question Answering

Ai Recommendation 

Engine

AI: Language Model

New Clients / Customers: Volume increase in 

prospects that convert to customers x CLTV

Cost Saving: Time saving, copywriters, 

marketing management and content creation 

costs

Customer Retention: increase in retention x CLTV

Cost Savings: Reduction in Customer Service      

Agent Interactions

New Clients / Customers: Volume increase in 

prospects that convert to customers x CLTV

Cost Saving: associated with reduction in 

investigation time: Average Fully Loaded Cost 

of Employee x Time to Obtain Process or HR 

information


